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This series focuses on innovative scholarship in the areas of intellectual history and 

the history of ideas, particularly as they relate to the communication of knowledge 

within and among diverse scholarly, literary, religious and social communities across 

Western Europe. Interdisciplinary in nature, the series especially encourages new 

methodological outlooks that draw on the disciplines of philosophy, theology, 

musicology, anthropology, paleography and codicology.  

 

Knowledge Communities addresses the myriad ways in which knowledge was 

expressed and inculcated, not only focusing upon scholarly texts from the period, 

but also emphasizing the importance of emotions, ritual, performance, images and 

gestures as modalities that communicate and acculturate ideas. Knowledge 

Communities publishes cutting-edge work that explores the nexus between ideas, 

communities and individuals in medieval and early modern Europe. 

PUBLISHING YOUR BOOK AT AUP:  

• More than twenty years of experience in providing readers with high-quality 

scholarly publications.  

• Full external peer-review of all academic titles and in house copy-editing by 

experienced native speakers. 

• An extremely efficient, thorough and rapid process from the delivery of the 

final manuscript to the publication date.  

• Global sales and marketing through an extensive international network of 

distributors and dedicated representatives in all key markets. Important  

e-platform partners include JSTOR, De Gruyter, Ebrary, and EBSCO. 

• Longstanding support in Open Access publishing. 

• International scope of authors, book and series editors, and publishers, and 

an open and creative attitude in acquisitions, sales and marketing. 
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If you have a question or a 

publishing idea 

Please contact commissioning  

editor Shannon Cunningham 

(S.Cunningham@aup.nl)  

 

Series editors 

Clare Monagle, Macquarie 

University 

Mette Bruun, University of 

Copenhagen 

Babette Hellemans, University 

of Groningen 

Severin Kitanov, Salem State 

University 

Alex Novikoff, Fordham 

University 

Willemien Otten, University of 

Chicago Divinity School 

 

Geographical scope 

Medieval Europe, medieval 

Middle East, the medieval 

Mediterranean, Byzantium, 

possibly even medieval North 

Africa 

 

Chronological scope 

Medieval and early modern 

period 

 

Series website 

https://www.aup.nl/en/series/ 

knowledge-communities 

 

How to order our books 

Our books and journals are 

available worldwide from 

www.aup.nl and from your 

local bookseller/institution. 

 

Horizontal Learning in the High Middle Ages 
Edited by Micol Long, Tjamke Snijders, and Steven Vanderputten 

Forthcoming July 2019 / 280pp. 

HB ISBN: 9789462982949 

€99.00 / £89.00 / $120.00 

 

Cohabiting peers learned from one another in medieval religious communities (11th-12th century), 

not top-down but peer-to-peer. This volume focuses on the way in which day-to-day interpersonal 

exchanges of knowledge functioned in practice. 
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Edited by Babette Hellemans and 

Alissa Jones Nelson 

August 2018 / 252pp. 

HB ISBN: 9789462980051 

€95.00 / £85.00 / $115.00 

 

 

By Diane J. Reilly 

August 2018 / 246pp. 

HB ISBN: 9789462985940 

€95.00 / £85.00 / $115.00 

 

Edited by Andreas Hellerstedt 

August 2018 / 334pp. 

HB ISBN: 9789462984448 

€105.00 / £90.00 / $130.00 

  

 

By Alicia Spencer-Hall 

December 2017 / 304pp. 

HB ISBN: 9789462982277 

€99.00 / £89.00 / $120.00 

 

By Erin V. Abraham 

August 2017 / 194pp. 

HB ISBN: 9789462983717 

€89.00 / £79.00 / $110.00 

 

By Sarah B. Lynch 

March 2017 / 192pp.  

HB ISBN: 9789089649867 

€89.00 / £79.00 / $110.00 

 

   

"Medieval Saints and Modern Screens sparkles with moments of provocation and insight. It offers hope 

that modern life and thought might one day yield a true vision of life in the past. I expect that Spencer-

Hall’s next book will truly dazzle us." - Lisa Bitel, H-France Review, Vol. 18 (2018). 
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